The inverse-function theorem is generalized to multivalued functions of the form f(x)+K, where/is a differentiable single-valued function and K is a nonempty closed convex cone. An application to Pareto optimization is given.
Introduction.
The classical inverse-function theorem says that if the derivative of a differentiable function / between two Banach spaces is invertible at (hence near) a point x0, then the mapping itself is invertible near x0. In cases where the derivative at x0 is onto, but not necessarily invertible, a similar result may be established via the implicit-function theorem [2, Theorem 1(4.XVII)]; in this case/will carry any neighborhood of x0 onto a neighborhood of/(x0).
In this paper we extend the latter result to the case of multivalued functions having the formf(x) + K, where / is a differentiable single-valued function and K is a nonempty closed convex cone. The results cited above then appear as the special case in which /l consists of the origin alone. Multivalued functions of the form just mentioned are of practical interest in problems of optimization; for example, in §4 we show how to apply our main result to obtain a very simple derivation of the general necessary optimality conditions for Pareto optimization.
A lemma on contraction
mappings. Multivalued contraction mappings have been studied by Nadler [5] and by Covitz and Nadler [1] . However, their results concerned only mappings which were either everywhere contractive or else uniformly locally contractive. We prove here a result about mappings which may only be contractive in a certain ball. We also obtain an error bound which will be useful in what follows.
Definition. In a metric space (X, p) the distance from a point x to a nonempty set SCX is Lemma. Let (X, p) be a complete metric space, and let T be a function from X into the class of subsets of X. Suppose there are nonnegative real numbers a and r, with 0<a< 1, and a point x0e X such that :
(a) For some e>0 and all x, y in the closed ball B(x0, r+e) of radius r+eabout x0, Tx and Ty are nonempty closedsets with p(Tx, Ty) = a.pix,y), and (b) dix0,Tx0)=il-x)r._ Then there is a point xm e £(x0, r+s) with xx e Txoe ; that is, xx is a fixed point of T. Further, pix0, xx)^il-a)_1J(x0, £x0) + e.
Proof. Denote dix0, Tx0) by 6. Choose a positive number y with ya(l-a)_1^e, and find some*! e Tx0 with p(x0, xx) -6 + \yx-^il-<x)r+ \yoL=r+e; thus xx e £(x&, r+e). Suppose that for some k=l we have xk_x e £(x0, r+e) and xk e Txk_x with (1) />(**-!, **) = t*-1» + (1 -2-*)ya* and (2) p(x0, xk) = (l-a> + y 2 (1 -2~V-}=i Then pix0, xk)^r+c, so Txk is nonempty, and we can find xk+x e Txk with pixk, xk+x)=dixk, Txk)+y2-{k+1)a.k+\ Since dixk, Txk) = p{Txk_x, Txk) ^ <zpixk_x, xk),
we have pixk, xk+x)=a.k6+il-2-<k+1))yix.k+1. Also, p(x0, xk+x)<pix0, xk)+ pixk, xk+x) = il -xk+1)r+y 25=1 (1-2_5V-Hence by induction the sequence {xk} exists, remains in £(x0, r+e) and satisfies (1) and (2) and so {xk} is a Cauchy sequence. Since (X, p) is complete, the sequence {xk} converges to some xx e B(x0, r+c). The bound for p(x0, xx) follows from (3) by setting A=0 and recalling that ya(l -a)_1<e. To see that xm is a fixed point, choose A^O and r¡>0 and let y e Txx be a point with P(*k+i, y)=d(xk+x, TxJ+r). Then
But p{x*+i>y) ^ dixk+1, Txm) + r¡ <! p(Txk, XxJ + r¡ z% a.p(xk, xj + r¡.
Hence d(xQ0, Txao)^p(xx, xk+y)+a.p(xk, xx)+rj, and this expression can be made as small as we wish by choosing k large and n small enough. Thus d(xco, Txoe)=0, and since Txoe is closed we have xoe e Txx, which completes the proof. If the sets Tx admit metric projections we can let e = y=0, which simplifies the analysis. In this case, we obtain the point xk by projecting xk_y on Txk_y, and we have p(xk, x00)^ai:(l -a)_1ö((x0, Tx0) for each k.
3. Generalization of the inverse-function theorem. In the following theorem, we employ certain results about convex processes: these are multivalued mappings between two linear spaces whose graphs are convex cones containing the origin. A convex process is thus a generalization of a linear transformation; if the graph is closed, we speak of a closed convex process. If T is a convex process from X into Y, its domain, dorn T, is {x\Tx?£ 0}; its inverse is another convex process defined on Tby T~ly: = {x\y e Tx}. If X and Y are normed, we define the norm of T by ||71 :=sup{inf{||_v|||_y6Tx}| ||x|| ^ l.xedomT}.
For more information about convex processes, see ([6] , [7] , [8] ). In what follows we use Sx and SY to denote the closed unit balls in two Banach spaces X and Y. The closed ball of radius a about a point a e X is then denoted by a+a.Sx. Proof. If a=0 the theorem is trivial; therefore suppose <x>0. Choose any point y e F(x0) + a.ôSy and a point y0 e F(x0) with ||_v-Vollbad Define a single-valued function g(w) for w e H-x0 by g(w):=f(x0 + w)-f(x0)w, and a multivalued function Tv from H-x0 into X by Tyw: = F'(xo)~1[y-g(w)]-By assumption the domain of £'(x0)_1 is all of Y, so Tvw^ 0 for each w e H-x0. Also, the graph of £'(x0)_1 is easily shown to be closed, so by [6, Corollary to Theorem 2], ||£'(x0)_1|| is finite. Now let wx and w2 be any two points in 0SX. By [6, Theorem 6] applied to £'(x0)_1 and the singleton sets {y-g(wx)} and {y-g(w2)} we have In this section we illustrate an application of Theorem 1, using it to obtain a very short proof of the necessary optimality conditions for Pareto optimization. We recall that if U is a topological space, A is a subset of U, and 0 is a function from U into a linear space W containing a nonempty convex cone P, then x is said to be a local Pareto optimizer of 0 on A with respect to P if x e A and there is some open neighborhood N(x) such that for no x e AnAfx) do we have 0(x) e 6(x)+P\{0}. This concept reduces to that of ordinary local minimization if W=R and P=R+, the nonnegative real numbers. Finally, we say the cone P is pointed if Pc\-P={0} and nontrivial if /^{O}.
It is possible to use Theorem 1 to prove optimality conditions for problems in which the set A is defined by an infinite number of constraints, or by operator inequalities in partially-ordered spaces. However, in such cases one has to deal with a number of technical complications involving closure and complementarity, which detract from the simplicity of the argument. Since our purpose here is not to investigate optimality conditions in their utmost generality, but rather to illustrate an application of Theorem 1, we prefer to confine ourselves to a finite number of inequality and equality constraints, and to a finite-dimensional (but not necessarily polyhedral) cone P. Theorem 2. Let X be a real Banach space, and let 0, g and h be Fréchet differentiable functions from an open set H^X into Rl, Rm and R" respectively. Let P<^ R' be a nontrivial closed pointed convex cone. Suppose x0 is a local Pareto optimizer of 0 with respect to P on the set {x e //|g(x)5=0, /i(x)=0}, and that 0', g , and h' are continuous at x0. Then there exist vectors p e P*, «ei* and v e R", not all zero, such that 6'(x0)*p = g'(x0)*u + h'(xa)*v and (u, gixo))=0, where P* : = {x e Ä! | (x, p) s; Ofor each p e P}.
Here and in what follows we denote by 1Î™ the nonnegative orthant of Rm, and by ^ the usual partial ordering induced by this cone.
Proof.
Let gA{x) be a function from H into R", n^m, composed of those components g¡(x) for which gt(x0)=0; that is, gA(x) is the vector of constraints active at x0. It follows immediately that x0 is a local Pareto optimizer of 0 with respect to P on the set {x e H¡gA(x)^0, h(x)=0}. Now define a multivalued function F: H^-Rl+n+q by 0(x) i r P But since P is pointed, we have p+P<=P\{0}, so 0(xo) ed(x)+P\{0}, contradicting the local optimality of x0. Applying Theorem 1, we conclude that the convex process S defined by
does not carry X onto Rl+n+<¡. By a standard hyperplane separation theorem [4, Theorem 3.2.3], we can separate the convex set S(X) from a point not contained in it. Thus there exist a nonzero vector [-pT,uTA,vT}TeR^+o and a real number jj such that for each xeX, each r e P and each nonnegative w e R", (-p, 6'(x0)x + r) + (uA, g'A(x0)x + w) + (v, ri'(xo)x) ^ r¡.
By varying r eP, vv^O and jcelwe obtainp eP* and uA^.0. Also, for r=0, H=0 and any x e X we have (7) <0'(XO)*(-P) + g'AiX0)*UA + h\x0)*V, X) ^ 77, which is possible only if the first element in the brackets is zero. Now let u e R™ be a vector whose components are equal to those of uA for indices corresponding to constraints active at x0, and zero otherwise. Obviously (u, g(x0)} = 0, and from (7) we find d'(x0)*p = g'(x0)*u + h'(x0)*v, which completes the proof.
The usual constrained minimization problem of nonlinear programming can be obtained as a special case of the above by letting P=R+. For this problem, Theorem 2 establishes the fundamental necessary optimality conditions of Fritz John type (cf. [4, Theorem 11.3.1]), which generalize the classical Lagrange-multiplier conditions for equality-constrained problems.
In order to obtain optimality conditions of Kuhn-Tucker type (i.e., with p¥"0), one generally imposes a constraint qualification on the functions gA and A. A suitable qualification in the present case is a requirement that the convex process taking x into 'Sa(x^x h'(x0)x + Rl L{o}.
carry X onto Rn+": indeed, the "modified Arrow-Hurwicz-Uzawa constraint qualification" of Mangasarian and Fromovitz [4, 11.3.5 ] is precisely this requirement.
We note that our treatment of the Pareto optimization problem (when specialized to the case P=Rl+ and with no equality constraints) differs in one important respect from the treatment given in [3] . There, some Pareto optima (those termed improper by Kuhn and Tucker) are excluded from consideration: in our notation, these correspond to Pareto optima x0 such that "0'(*o) 1 [P\{0)Õ e gjiXo)
h'(x0)_ (X) + Rl
{0}
Such optima can be handled without difficulty by the method given here. However, the vectors of multipliers p associated with such improper optima will not in general lie in the interior of £*, even if a constraint qualification is imposed, whereas the multipliers obtained in [3] (by excluding improper optima) do have this property.
